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Pentecost Sunday



Another Year 6 Tolkien 
book update! 

A real range of quality 
literature read this week



A new story this week in 
Year 1 

We are busy describing 
what is happening on the 

beach! 



Reception 
released their 
Painted Lady 

butterflies on the 
top field.



I saw a butterfly and I saw it flutter by and it was AMAZING! 



Sorting objects into equal 
groups in Maths. 



Caring for seeds:
“Need water and sun!”



We're thinking about different relationships in our lives. 
In year 3 we became relationship detectives sorting into 

groups of family, friend & other. Thank you TenTen!



In 4DA we were converting units of 
capacity in Maths while using place 

value grids to help us.



Y6 have been 
using extracts 

from War 
Horse to 

create some 
blackout 
poetry



Using CIL time to explore 
SO many ideas



Year 5 have been learning about angles.



How we recognise Jesus in each other in Year2.



A little peep into our ‘active learning’ in the Nursery.
“I’m making a rainbow!” “Washing up!” “I did it! Can I 

do another one?” “It’s a house.”



We have been busy
creating story maps 

with a twist and developing
our writing stamina.

Everyone has come up 
with their own ending 

for the story
'Sharing a Shell'. 



Year 2 writing poetry,  holding a magic pebble that makes 
wishes come true. 

"I wished our school was a swimming pool ... "



Taking turns, playing skittles and tallying our 
scores.

“I knocked down Five!”



Another great cricket 
session in year 3 this 

morning. 
Teamwork was really 

important.
'I enjoyed it because 

there was lots of 
running around’
'I liked learning a 

new game'. 



Our new art project in Year 5 is 
centred around listening to the 
needs of Stevenage- great start!



Great cricket 
Lesson in Year 5 
again; excellent 

team work, 
fielding skills and 
communication. 

Thanks Ben



Noticing patterns in their 
experience during water 

play.

“Look, when I put it in my 
hand the water don’t 

come out!” 
“The water staying here!”



Y6T are lucky enough to 
be involved in the virtual 

book launch of 'Crater 
Lake: Evolution' by 

Jennifer Killick

https://twitter.com/JenniferKillick


Looking at  FALSE 
FRIENDS in French in Y4

We used  Bilingual dictionaries to  find out what 
words that looked familiar in French actually mean
in English … and then we found out how the similar 

word was actually said in French 

Le car is  coach and a car is  la voiture;  

le raisin = grapes and “raisin sec” are what  they call  
raisins.  Check out  la cave! 



Year 3 enjoyed reading Ottoline and the Yellow Cat 
in English lessons and are now excited to start 
writing their own Ottoline story. #stvdepENG

@chrisriddell50

https://twitter.com/hashtag/stvdepENG?src=hashtag_click
https://twitter.com/chrisriddell50


Thank you to all the children  who submitted work to the Royal Academy Young 
Artists summer show. They had 33,000 submissions. 

We were unsuccessful this year but they have thanked us for entering and want us 
to continue creating art. 



Celebrating the Month of May in RE, spending special 
time thinking about Our Mother Mary. 



Learning about the body parts of insects in Year 5. 
Lots of observation, noticing and getting absorbed.





We're writing adventure stories in year 3. 
Today we are leaving the reader with a 'cliffhanger’. 

What happens next? Can the problem be solved? 



Being imaginative, exploring and 
using media and materials to create. 

“I did a balloon with string!”



“These are colourful 
waves!”

“This is daddy at the 
beach!”



In the style 
of Vincent 
Van Gogh. 
“Sunflower!”



“Splashing 
and splashing 

- splish, 
splash, 

splosh!”



Exploring filters in Year 
Six Shakespeare. 



Such a variety of 
artwork in year 3, 

representing Pentecost 
& the Holy Spirit. 



Learning how to say thank you for the Holy Spirit in 
many different languages just like Jesus' followers.



Thank you to our 
September 21 nursery 

cohort for joining with us 
on Thursday  afternoon 
for a virtual welcome 

meeting. 

We look forward to you 
joining our community in 

September.



Another
great 
week

in 
school!

Overall 
attendance for 

this year
increased again 

this week

95.76%.

Nursery 93.14

Reception Mozart 97.38

Reception O’Connor 95.11

Y1 Mistral 96.87

Y1 Stein 96.31

Y2  Pasteur 96.8

Y2 More 97.84

Y3 Hildegard 96.82%

Y3 Seacole 94.43%

Y4 Bonifacio 95.06%

Y4 Michelangelo 96.79%

Y5  Agnesi 94.89%

Y5 Teresa 96.23%

Y6 Shakespeare 95.83%

Y6 Tolkien 93.73%

Well done Y2 More with the best 
attendance again!



Please read 
and reflect 

upon today’s 
gospel

together 
on the 

Feast of 
Pentecost.



PEACE

SCRIPTURE

Jesus came and stood among them.
“Peace be with you,” he said to them. 

“As the Father has sent me, so I now send you.”
Then he breathed on them and said, 

“Receive the Holy Spirit”

TEACHING

The peace that Jesus promises to those 
who love him is an inner peace which comes from 
following him and knowing deep within ourselves 

that we are loved by God. 
Through his life, death and resurrection, 

Jesus won this peace for us.

WORSHIP

Dear Lord Jesus, 
Thank you for our special times together. 

Please help us to know your perfect peace and to 
share that peace with those around us.

Amen

LIFE

“”Let’s promote friendship and respect between 

men and women of different religious traditions 

in order to build a world of peace.” 
Pope Francis

“The family is the first and foremost teacher of peace.”
Pope Emeritus Benedict XVI


